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Abstract—This paper investigates the use of error descriptions 
from microprocessor errata sheets to generate test programs using 
MicroTESK for RISC-V ISG. The main objective is to develop a 
microprocessor error database and a test suite for RISC-V archi-
tecture based on the error descriptions from the obtained data-
base. To evaluate the proposed approach, we apply the obtained 
test suite on RTL models of known RISC-V microprocessors: 
SCR1 from Syntacore and CVA6 from OpenHW Group. The 
work is in progress. 

Index Terms—RISC-V, testing, errata. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the increase in the number of placed transistors, achiev-

ing lower operating voltages, and the modernization of micro-

processor designs, the growth in both performance and energy 

efficiency of the microprocessor is observed, as well as a man-

ifold increase in the complexity of testing and verification. As 

a result, the potential number of emerging errors from various 

design oversights, inadequate test sets, or the non-standard and 

extreme complexity of predicting scenarios in which the micro-

processor may behave erroneously also increases. 

  Detecting all errors in an upcoming microprocessor to be 

released is an impossible task. Therefore, a certain part of errors 

inevitably makes its way into the final product and can only be 

discovered after the processor has been in the market for some 

time. As a result, vendors regularly publish errata documents, 

which describe known errors of the product in detail. Such de-

scriptions may contain valuable information for constructing 

rare and realistic test scenarios. 

In this paper, we propose an approach to constructing test 

programs for microprocessors based on the use of code exam-

ples and error descriptions from errata documents. The ap-

proach is applied to the test program generator MicroTESK for 

RISC-V [1]. Currently, we have collected 3042 error descrip-

tions from "errata sheets," some of which have become the basis 

for test program templates for the test generator. 

To evaluate the proposed approach, we will apply the gener-

ated test programs to RTL models of RISC-V microprocessors: 

SCR1 from Syntacore [2] and CVA6 from OpenHW Group [3].   

Previously, a similar approach was proposed for configuring 

the Csmith test generator using code fragments from Bugzilla’s 

bug reports and tested on several versions of the GCC compiler 

by Md Rafiqul Islam Rabin and Mohammad Amin Alipour 

from the University of Houston [4]. The results they obtained 

suggest the prospect of implementing a similar approach in 

 

 

  

 

microprocessor testing. 

Contributions. This paper aims to contribute the following:                            

• An approach to building test programs using code frag-

ments and error descriptions from microprocessor errata sheets 

is proposed 

• The proposed approach is applied during the testing RTL-

models of RISC-V microprocessors.  

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Used solutions for testing RISC-V microprocessors  

 RISC-V is a universal microprocessor architecture with 

open instruction set (ISA) and specification. It was developed 

at UC Berkley and is intended to be the fifth generation archi-

tecture for microprocessors built using the RISC methodology. 

The main feature of the architecture is its extensibility: the ar-

chitecture is presented in the form of extensions, most of which 

are optional. This results in its advantage: the developer is free 

to choose a set of instructions for the task at hand. It is also 

possible to define one's own extension to extend the functional-

ity, for example, to implement cryptographic functions. 

 The standard solutions for testing this architecture are RISC-

V ISA Tests [5], Compliance Tests [6], and Torture TG [7]. As 

the target architecture, they are developed at UC Berkley.  

RISC-V ISA Tests and Compliance Tests are predefined 

test suites aimed at individual verifying each instruction in the 

ISA. They are designed to verify whether the behavior of the 

processor implementation correspond to the RISC-V specifica-

tion. 

Torture TG is a random test generator that builds programs 

from manually defined sequences of instructions. It is targeted 

at testing parallel execution of several instructions on the pipe-

line. Impossibility to manually define a test scenario is a lack of 

this solution. 

 In this paper, presented solutions are used as a reference for 

evaluating the tests constructed by the suggested approach. Mi-

croTESK for RISC-V is used as the base tool for test generation. 

 MicoTESK for RISC-V is a configurable TPG based on the 

MicroTESK Toolkit. It is developed at ISP RAS and can be 

configured using a formal processor specification written in 

nML, and an additional one that describes the memory subsys-

tem in mmuSL. It generates programs based on templates 
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Figure 1. An example of an error description from the 

TSC695 microprocessor error sheet 

 

that are implemented in the Ruby language, which allows to use 

advantages of the high-level language to describe a test script. 

An example of a similar template will be given later in the text 

of the paper. 

B. Errata sheet  

 As mentioned before, an errata document is a document or 

application that contains a detailed description of errors. As an 

example, let’s consider the [8-10]. The structure of the docu-

ment may vary from vendor to vendor. It may include:                                                                   

• A brief description of the product and its revisions affected 

by the document; 

• history of revisions to the document; 

• a summary table of errors; 

• a detailed description of each specific error. 

The description of the error may consist of the following el-

ements: 

• definition of symptoms and conditions of erroneous be-

havior emergence;                                              

• an example of a scenario causing the error (pseudocode or 

assembler); 

• possible ways of erroneous behavior’s workaround; 

• error status. 

Figure 1. It is an example of an error description from the 

SPARCv7 32-bit TSC695 microprocessor errata sheets from 

Atmel Corporation. It occurs when attempting to write a float-

ing-point number to memory right after the combination of the 

comparison instruction for real numbers and a specific arithme-

tic instruction [8]. It is expected that such a description will be 

sufficient to create test programs that reflect real processor sce-

narios and can cover more critical paths and functional blocks 

compared to random tests and standard tests targeting the in-

struction set system (ISA). 

 

Figure 2. Testing architecture  
 

III. APPROACH                                                                  

Figure 2 shows the testing architecture that implements the 

approach. The key elements are: (1) a database of errors and test 

program templates for MicroTESK generator, (2) MicroTESK 

for RISC-V generator, (3) a testing environment consisting of a 

compiler, an RTL model simulation environment, and a com-

parator.  

Base of Errors.  It is a collection of microprocessors’ error 

descriptions of different architectures that obtained as a result 

of document analysis and test patterns for MicroTESK for 

RISC-V generator. 

The process of composing the database is described as follow 

steps: 

• Analysis of the error document. At this stage, the presence 

of a detailed errors’ description in the document is examined 

and the possibility of forming a test scenario’s description of 

using the presented format is evaluated; 

• Analysis of the error descriptions in the document. At this 

stage, we estimate the contained pseudocode or description of 

the error context, the possibility of implementing the test sce-

nario on the target architecture, examine whether the descrip-

tion contains any contextual restrictions (which registers to use, 

the range of address values or values for arithmetic instructions, 

etc.); 

• Composing test program templates for the selected test 

generator based on our previous analysis of the obtained de-

scriptions. 

Test Template. The error given in Figure 1 for a micropro-

cessor on the RV32-IMF* microarchitecture is represented as a 

test template for MicroTESK for RISC-V as follows. A basic 

template that describes the basic elements of the generated test 

(epilogue, branching for passed/failed tests, etc.) is inherited. 

The generator allows to define a data section for test data and 

result record: 

 

 



The error stimulus can be defined as an iterative block of 

instructions. According to current example, basic arithmetic in-

structions from extension I and instructions from extension M 

will be used as a stimulus:  

 

To define the basic block of the test program, a block with 

the parameter ":combinator =>’product'" is used to 

enable the template processor to construct all possible combi-

nations from the sequences returned by the iterators of the error 

stimulus block and the target instruction block. This basic block 

demonstrates an example for three single-precision number 

comparison target instructions and the case where the target in-

structions do not use affected by read and write operations reg-

isters: 

 

MicroTESK for RISC-V. Generator creates an assembler 

test file, a reference execution trace, an ld-script for linking the 

assembler test and an ELF test file based on the written tem-

plates. The default formal specifications and configuration are 

used for this paper. 

Test Environment. Assembly tests and linker scripts gener-

ated by MicroTESK are compiled into RISC-V ELF using GCC 

[11] in this environment. The resulting executables files are fed 

to the input of the RTL model of the microprocessor under test, 

with IntelFPGA QuestaSim [12] responsible for simulation. 

Furtherly, the comparator compares the traces of test programs 

executed by the RTL model for deviation of the model's behav-

ior from the reference one. Its result is the output of traces that 

do not match the reference behavior.  To evaluate the tests, the 

vcover utility included in the Questasim package is used to ob-

tain a detailed report on the code coverage of the tested RTL 

model. 

Tested microprocessors. Testing is performed on RTL 

models of the following RISC-V microprocessors. 

CVA6 — RV64-IMAC single-task microprocessor with an 

extraordinary 6-stage pipeline from OpenHW Group. It is capa-

ble of running Unix-like operating systems as it implements M, 

S, U privilege levels. It has separate TLB, hardware PTW and 

transition prediction module in its implementation (target 

branch buffer and branch history table). 

  SCR1 — RV32-IMC MCU-class microprocessor with 2-4 

stage pipeline from Syntacore (M-level privileges). 

IV. STATUS AND ISSUES 

Currently, active work is underway to develop test patterns 

for the MicroTESK for RISC-V generator. 41 sources of micro-

processor error descriptions were analyzed, from which 3042 

descriptions were obtained. According to the obtained descrip-

tions the following conclusion can be drawn: not all error de-

scriptions can be defined in the form of a test pattern. As an 

example, the error description [13] (the error index in the doc-

ument is AAJ4) cannot be realized in the form of a template for 

RISC-V architecture due to the absence of processor operation 

mode separation in the target architecture. 

It is expected to obtain an extensive test suite created on the 

basis of the performed analysis. The following iterations are re-

quired to obtain it: 

• Expand the base of errors with descriptions and templates; 

• Analyze the resulting set by applying it together with ISA 

Tests, Compliance Tests, Torture TG and MicroTESK for 

RISC-V base templates applied on RTL processor models. 
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